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            C
harter schools have been promoted as 

a solution to what many view as the 

public school malaise in the United 

States. Charter schools, although publicly 

funded, can operate fairly independently 

of large district bureaucracies and teacher 

unions, for instance, by setting their own cur-

riculum and teaching methods and by avoid-

ing the system that grants the most senior 

teachers fi rst choice of job openings, regard-

less of their classroom effectiveness. Propo-

nents hope that the semi-independent gov-

ernance structure of charters will encourage 

these schools to generate fresh ideas. Presi-

dent Obama has followed Presidents Bush 

and Clinton in identifying charter schools as 

a key element of school reform.

Are charter schools boosting achieve-

ment? Is there variation across charter 

schools in effectiveness? These are key policy 

questions, as failing charter schools should 

be shut down, and successful charter schools 

replicated ( 1). Unfortunately, most studies of 

charter schools’ impact on student achieve-

ment use unsophisticated methods that tell us 

little about causal effects. We highlight below 

some key problems, and suggest policies and 

practices that could improve research and, we 

hope, education.

Lotteries: Promising, But Not Perfect

A recent meta-analysis discarded roughly 

75% of studies because they failed to account 

for differences between the background and 

academic histories of students attending 

charter schools and those attending tradi-

tional public schools ( 2). Most studies sim-

ply take a snapshot of student performance 

at a single point in time. Such studies cannot 

disentangle school quality from the preexist-

ing achievement level and trajectory of stu-

dents who decide to attend a given school. 

The potential for student self-selection into 

charter schools is great, which makes naïve 

comparison of student outcomes at charter 

schools and traditional public schools mis-

leading. Parents may not apply to a charter 

school because of the distance to the school 

or lack of time to fulfi ll volunteer work that 

such schools sometimes request. Families 

that apply may be unusually motivated. The 

decision by charter school operators about 

where to locate also infl uences who attends, 

which makes simple comparisons with tra-

ditional public schools diffi cult. More often 

than not, the difference in average test scores 

between charter schools and traditional 

public schools refl ects who enrolls at the 

schools more than the quality of education 

being provided ( 3,  4).

But rigorous research on charters is begin-

ning to appear, and much of this takes advan-

tage of the way in which charter schools admit 

students. State laws dictate that if a charter is 

oversubscribed, then an admissions lottery 

must be held. Because only chance distin-

guishes who does and does not receive admis-

sion, the students who lose the lottery repre-

sent the ideal control group. Lottery-based 

studies of charter schools have been done 

in Boston (Massachusetts); New York City; 

a small national sample of middle schools; 

and a few schools in Chicago (Illinois), San 

Diego (California), and Lynn (Massachu-

setts). These studies tend to fi nd that charter 

schools either outperform or perform at the 

same level as traditional public schools ( 5–

 12). These studies, however, cover only about 

90 charter schools, roughly 2% of charter 

schools nationally ( 13).

We strongly support the wider use of ran-

domized controlled trials of the impact of 

charter schools on student outcomes. At the 

same time, we acknowledge that this approach 

has limitations. Foremost among these is that 

most charter schools are not oversubscribed. 

For example, the U.S. Department of Educa-

tion released a lottery-based study of charter 

middle schools that found that only 130 out 

of 492 such schools nationwide used admis-

sion lotteries ( 10). This raises the possibility 

that a study of oversubscribed charters will 

not tell us anything about the effectiveness 

of the majority of charter schools that are 

not suffi ciently popular to be oversubscribed. 

The natural targets for research, districts with 

many oversubscribed charter schools, may 

have unusually good charter schools. Indeed, 

one study showed that parents in Texas are 

more likely to remove their children from 

underperforming charter schools than from 

charter schools that outperform nearby tra-

ditional public schools ( 14). Lottery-based 

studies of middle- and high-school char-

ter schools in Boston produced among the 

highest estimates of impacts on reading and 

math achievement in studies of those grade 

spans ( 5). Another lottery-based study of 

New York City charter schools produced the 

largest estimated impacts among studies of 

elementary and middle schools in combina-

tion ( 8). In contrast, a lottery-based national 

study of charter middle schools that did not 

solely seek districts with the greatest demand 

for charter school slots found no signifi cant 

gains from winning a lottery ( 10).

For several reasons, it will be important 

to study the many charter schools that are not 

oversubscribed, using the best research designs 

possible. In addition to obtaining a more rep-

resentative portrait of charter schools, study-

ing the qualitative features of a broad set of 

schools will allow both theoretical insight and 

institutional knowledge that can help to sepa-

rate causation from correlation.

Essential to studies of undersubscribed 

charters schools is to account for indi-

vidual students’ past achievement. Even 

with this, it will be diffi cult to estimate the 

causal effects of attending a charter school 

because of unobserved factors that infl u-

ence who attends charter schools. We have 

three locations in which to compare results 

of lottery-based and careful non–lottery-

based studies ( 15,  16). The two approaches 

produce somewhat similar results, although 

the non–lottery-based studies have some-

times produced lower estimated effects, 

perhaps because of inadequate controls for 

unobservable characteristics of students 

and their families.

Better Policy, Better Data, Better Research

Research on charter schools must evolve in 

several other ways. Because charter schools 

have freedom to experiment, not all of them 

will perform equally well. Thus, research 

should estimate the impact of specifi c charter 

schools (or, at the very least, types of charter 
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schools). Once we have identifi ed the most 

successful models, in order to replicate them, 

we need better information on what aspects 

of these schools lead to better performance. 

Do pedagogical or curricular approaches, or 

the qualifi cations of teachers, explain any of 

the differences? Does it matter whether char-

ters are organized locally or are affi liated with 

charter management (nonprofit) or educa-

tional management (for-profi t) organizations? 

Do aspects of the policy environment, such as 

state law and approaches taken by local autho-

rizers, matter? It will be increasingly impor-

tant for the literature to report not just “aver-

age” effects of charter schools but effects of 

individual schools, while getting inside the 

“black box” to learn more about distinctive 

educational features of each charter school.

There are other roadblocks to the use of 

admission lottery data for analyzing effects of 

charters. Fortunately, individual states could 

remove most of these barriers by overhauling 

the laws governing charter schools, charter 

school authorizers, and the bureaucracy that 

can limit the availability of student test score 

data to the research community.

First, in most states, individual school dis-

tricts are the main agencies that can autho-

rize the opening of a charter school. In a few 

states, public universities or a state agency 

can directly charter schools as well. State laws 

typically do not require that charter schools 

share lottery information with the authorizing 

entity or the state. This is shortsighted. The 

aforementioned national study found that of 

the 130 charter middle schools that used lot-

teries, only 77 agreed to participate by shar-

ing their lottery data ( 10). Lottery data should 

not be viewed as the property of the charter 

school; rather, it is incumbent upon autho-

rizers to gather and scrutinize these data, not 

least to verify that the lotteries are being done 

in a fair manner. States should thus require 

each charter school to share its lottery data 

with the authorizing authority and also with 

the state’s department of education, subject to 

standard safeguards to avoid release of indi-

viduals’ identities.

Second, for researchers to conduct a suc-

cessful evaluation of charter schools, either 

an observer needs to be present or detailed 

characteristics of the lottery process need to 

be reported ( 17). If some lottery winners turn 

down the admission offer, it is crucial that 

researchers understand how the school admit-

ted students from its wait list of students who 

were not initially admitted in the lottery. If the 

school admits students from the wait list on a 

nonrandom basis, showing favoritism toward 

certain students, all pretense of randomiza-

tion is lost. As another example, researchers 

need to know whether students were placed 

into separate lotteries by grade, or were given 

preferences; for instance, if a sibling already 

attended the school. Such information allows 

researchers to preserve an experimental anal-

ysis by stratifying the data. Charter schools 

should be required to submit not only a list 

of lottery winners and those who did not win 

the lottery, but details on how students were 

admitted from wait lists, whether separate lot-

teries were held for different groups of stu-

dents, and what preferences were applied.

Finally, with a few exceptions, most states 

make it diffi cult if not impossible to obtain 

student-level test-score data for research 

purposes. States should routinely autho-

rize researchers from academic institutions 

to obtain longitudinally linked student test-

score data. This would raise all education 

research, not just on charter schools, to a 

more rigorous level by enabling researchers 

to use rigorous nonexperimental approaches 

in the many cases where schools are not 

oversubscribed. This would also open up 

the possibility of supplementing analyses of 

test-score gains with longer-term outcomes 

such as high school graduation and college 

attendance ( 18). These are likely to be better 

predictors of long-term adult success of stu-

dents than test scores alone. Such studies are 

much needed, because of concerns that states’ 

achievement tests focus on a fairly narrow set 

of skills, e.g., making it diffi cult to reveal dif-

ferences between charter schools and other 

schools on measures of learning higher-order 

reasoning and writing ability.

It may seem like a tall order for so many 

states to enact these reforms independently. 

The federal government could play an impor-

tant role in encouraging states to follow 

through. Federal initiatives such as the No 

Child Left Behind Act and the Race to the 

Top fund have made federal fi nancial support 

for states’ education systems contingent upon 

states enacting certain reforms. The federal 

government could tie funds to support char-

ters or other schools to these reforms, and 

thus help identify and replicate the most suc-

cessful schools, then shut down the schools 

that underperform.
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